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A tremendous effort? A rousing victory? For the Hawks? Yes! 
10:11 pm March 3, 2012, by Mark Bradley 

Having lived in this city 28 years to the day, I can say only one thing for certain: Whenever you think you’ve figured 

out the Atlanta Hawks, you’d better keep quiet. 

Because they are, just for grins, apt to go out and prove you wrong. 

Here we thought the secret of basketball was to gather a passel of good players and put them on the floor. On 

Saturday, the Hawks who didn’t play – Al Horford, Joe Johnson, Willie Green, Jason Collins and finally Tracy 

McGrady, lost to a sore knee this night – might well been a match for the Hawks who did. 

But the Hawks who did play? They gave it a real go, which is something we haven’t always been able to say about 

this team when matched against an opponent of worth. With enough excuses to last them into 2013 – they were 

undermanned; they were tired after playing Friday night; they were about to embark on another extended road 

swing – they offered up one of the better Hawks efforts of this or any decade. 

And they did this not against the Charlotte Bobcats or the Washington Wizards. They did it against the team with the 

NBA’s best record. 

They did it against the team that was once seen as the Western Conference version of the Hawks. Oklahoma City 

(formerly Seattle) sought to rebuild itself by stockpiling draft picks and then giving the assembled roster time to 

ripen. Such a strategy – not always expertly implemented, we must note – lifted them from 13-69 in 2003-2004 to 

the playoffs in 2008 and to Round 2 the past three seasons. 

Oklahoma City was 23-59 in 2008-2009. Then the Thunder began, ahem, to rumble. Kevin Durant and Russell 

Westbrook stamped themselves as more than just gifted young guys but as stars of the first rank and leaders to 

boot. OKC won 55 games last season and has caught and passed the Hawks as the implementer of core-based 

curriculum. 

On this night, however, the Thunder was nearly reduced to a murmur. The Hawks were the aggressor from the first, 

leading for 31 minutes and looking tougher, smarter and sleeker than one of the league’s most stylish assemblages. 

Josh Smith asserts his presence, which was large. (AP 

photo) 
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And when finally they fell behind late in the third quarter, they didn’t duck their heads for even one possession. 

Twice Oklahoma City nosed ahead. Twice the Hawks retook the lead on treys, the first a Vladimir Radmanovic 

rainbow from the corner, the second a Jannero Pargo top-of-the-key cast at the quarter’s horn. 

The audacity of those two shots – and the unbridled effort that had preceded them – made you think this wasn’t 

going to be one of those games that the scrappy underdog loses at the end. Even in their weakened state, the 

Hawks were proving impossible for the Thunder, which prides itself on its defense, to guard. (Minus two all-stars, 

they had 53 points in the first half.) 

Said Josh Smith, who would finish with 30 points and 14 rebounds: “When we move the ball from side to side, it 

makes us a very deadline ballclub. Ask around the league.” 

And every hustle play was being made by the home side. From Kirk Hinrich stripping Durant from behind just after 

missing a layup at the other end to Zaza Pachulia falling out of bounds to rebound a Smith air ball and then feeding 

Smith for a driving dunk on Serge Ibaka to Pachulia keeping another rebound alive and triggering another Smith jam 

… this resembled a college team that had wandered on to an NBA court – and I mean that in the best way possible. 

And then came the moment when you know these Hawks, down five men, had fought too hard to let this one go. 

After Durant hit one of those staple Durant treys to cut the lead to a point with two minutes left, Smith stared down 

Durant, rose up and loosed a 3-pointer of his own. It wasn’t the greatest shot in the history of basketball, but it went 

in, which is always a great resolution. 

Smith again: “We didn’t get rattled. We’re a veteran ballclub. We didn’t want to hang our heads or show bad body 

language [when the Thunder took its brief leads].” 

After Smith’s jumper, the Thunder wouldn’t make another basket. The Hawks would win 97-90, the same Hawks, 

more or less, who’d managed to lose on this floor in January to the Miami Heat without LeBron James and Dwyane 

Wade. Which goes to show … well, I’m not sure what it goes to show. I’ve been watching the Hawks for nearly three 

decades, remember. 

The Miami loss was one of the many wretched results these Hawks have produced the past few months. This was 

the sort of victory that makes you thank that the Hawks can, at least on a given night, stand with any team in the 

NBA. 

Now watch them go lose their next three. Just to prove me wrong yet again. 
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